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Introduction 

The search for a person missing in a wilderness area can be approached by flying a remotely piloted 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to the most likely estimated location of the missing person and conducting 

a systematic search of the area based on a live video feed of the terrain below. A human operator observes this 

imagery in order to identify the missing person or associated artefacts (e.g. Goodrich, 2008). Our aim is to 

discover whether a characterisation of eye-gaze behaviour, coupled to its continuous monitoring, can enhance 

the likelihood of success in the search and rescue process. 

To create a simulated moving terrain image suitable for the experiment, high-resolution (6 inch/pixel) selected 

parts of aerial photographs obtained from the Montana State Library Natural Resource Information System 

(http://nris.mt.gov/gis/) were converted into a video stream. The resulting video simulated the feed from a 

UAV travelling at four different apparent speeds: 20, 40, 80 and 120 mph (approx. 9, 18, 36 and 54 ms-1) for 

an image swept width of 320 ft (97.5 m). A typical mini UAV for this task might travel at around 40 mph 

(e.g. McLain and Beard, 2004). The range of speeds was chosen to bracket the view from cognitively “too 

slow” to “too fast”. We prepared four video sample types at a resolution of 640x640 pixels, two showing a 

forested area, with and without targets, and two showing scrubland, with and without targets. Each video 

sequence represents a search area of 320 ft by 3840 ft (97.5x1170 m) and lasted for 144, 72, 36 and 20 

seconds at the respective speeds. In all cases we assume a downward facing camera1 and ignore various flight 

artefacts such as vibration and banking effects. 

We presented these sequences in three distinct modes. In the first “video stream” mode, features and targets 

appear at the top of the fixed video window and move continuously towards the bottom (as though the UAV 

were flying towards the top or “northwards” on the screen). In the second video mode, features appear at the 

right and travel to the left (“eastward” flight across the screen). In the third mode, the complete image 

sequence was segmented into a series of non-overlapping static images and presented sequentially in the style 

of a Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) “slide-show” mode (as Cooper et al., 2006). In this mode 

targets and features appear static on the screen for the duration of the presentation. Overall timings were 

maintained. We did this to see if moving video images were more effective or preferable to the equivalent 

static sequences. Figure 1 illustrates the scenario and presentation modes. 

We found distinct gaze behaviour differences between the video mode and the “slide-show” mode. We report 

here on the effects of different speeds and identify the possibility of assisted target identification in the 

                                                      

1 In practice a WiSAR UAV may have a steerable camera, and the pilot may require a different view of the terrain to maintain control. 
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domain of search and rescue. The remainder of the paper summarises the experimental method and presents 

some preliminary findings of note. From these we identify some conjectures that we plan to investigate in 

further detail. 

 

Figure 1. The Flight and Presentation Mode Scenario, video (above), RSVP (below). See text for timings. 

Experimental Procedure 

Our approach was to record and characterize eye-gaze behaviour of a number of volunteer participants 

(mostly drawn from our student population), when asked to locate moderately distinctive targets 

(automobiles) within the video and image sequences. Each participant gave consent, and was introduced to 

the task from a script. A standard 9-point gaze calibration procedure was performed. Any visual conditions 

were noted, and all participants successfully completed both the calibration and experimental procedure. 

In our preliminary trial, we tested 10 participants with four order randomised presentations of each of the 

sequence mode types (forest, scrub, target, no-target), each participant viewed a sequence at each of the four 

speeds and each saw at least one example of the “northward”, “eastward” and RSVP presentations (one 

duplicated in each case)2. Participants were also requested to press the space bar when they identified a target; 

false negatives and positives were noted. Gaze movements were recorded throughout the presentations using 

an LC-Technologies (VA, USA, www.eyegaze.com) gaze recording system. The X and Y screen (approx. 15 

pixel accuracy) coordinates of the gaze position were recorded every 16.667 ms. The participant sat with an 

eye distance of approximately 72 cm from a 15” LCD screen of 1024x768 pixels. 

At the end of each presentation the participants were asked to rank (on a scale of 0 to 10) the task just 

performed on four separate issues: i) “How immersive was the video?” ii) “How nauseous did you find the 

video?” iii) “How hard/easy was it to locate the target?” iv) “What did you think of the speed of the video?” 

Participants were also permitted to offer comments both during and after the experiment, and these were 

noted.  

Observations and Discussion 

Figure 2A-D, show the gaze density plots for each of the four speeds for the “eastward” video motion. The 

plots are an accumulation across all participants, with invalid gaze points eliminated; the plot densities are 

normalised. The histogram above each plot (along the direction of motion) shows the distribution of 

individual gaze point X-values in each column of the video display. The histogram at the right of each plot 

(across the direction of motion) shows the distribution of gaze Y-values in each row. Means and standard 

deviations (indicated by blue and orange sidebars) are shown in each case. 

There is a very marked asymmetric distribution along the direction of movement at each speed, the eye 

apparently naturally being positioned to make best use of the available visual space as features enter the 

presentation area. The movements across the motion are clearly centred, and show a distribution around this. 

It may be noted that the range of this (vertical) motion is more restricted at the highest speed (Figure 2D), and 

                                                      

2 That is, no participant saw the same sequence mode or at the same speed twice. 
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we surmise that the high transit rate severely curtails the opportunity for across motion search. We had 

considered the possibility that “northward” travel results would be influenced by cultural issues such as 

reading direction. This appears not to be the case, as very similar equivalent results were obtained from the 

“northward” travel (not shown) instances to those presented here in Figure 2A-D. Figure 2E-F show 

equivalent gaze density plots at the 40 and 120 speeds for the serial RSVP mode. Unsurprisingly, the gaze 

point distributions are largely symmetric about the centre region in both the X and Y directions. 

         

Figure 2A. Eastward, 20 mph                Figure 2B. Eastward, 40 mph                Figure 2C. Eastward, 80 mph 

         

        Figure 2D. Eastward, 120 mph                 Figure 2E. RSVP, 20 mph                   Figure 2F. RSVP, 120 mph 

Initially we had conjectured that it might be possible to exploit this asymmetry of distribution in the video 

sequences to automatically detect or confirm when targets were observed, as there is also a clear tendency for 

observers to observe and track potential targets along the direction of motion. Due to the spread of gaze points 

it is not possible to distinguish targets from other features on the basis of position alone. However, Figure 3 

indicates a clear tendency of participants to track targets for significantly longer than non-targets that are also 

naturally salient (typically trees, boulders, light soil areas, etc.).  

Figure 3 (left) shows the complete gaze trace for one participant observing the “Eastward”/scrub/target/80 

mph sequence. Figure 3 (right) shows several hand segmented tracking episodes extracted from the trace and 

clearly shows the track associated with the target to be substantially longer than any of the others. The target 

is shown circled in the single video frame used as background. Preliminary analysis suggests this extended 

tracking effect appears to be consistently present for each of the higher motion speeds (at 80 mph, 6 out of 7 

possible targets; at 120 mph, 4 out of 4), but that the gaze pattern tends to revert to a normal saccadic/fixation 

search at lower motion speeds (20 mph, none detected; 40 mph, 1 of 3). The RSVP mode clearly precludes 

the exploitation of the tracking phenomena. As a rule of thumb, the detection traces were some three times 

longer than the others.  
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Figure 3. A gaze plot for “Eastward” travel (left); Hand segmented tracking episodes (right) 

Participants reported little or no tendency to nausea when observing any of these sequences, though they are 

very short compared to a typical full search pattern. We note a reported tendency in this small sample for a 

preference to viewing the RSVP mode presentations over the video. In general participants reported the slow 

presentation rate (20) to be too slow, to the point of impatience, the fastest rate (120) leaving them concerned 

that they had missed targets. A larger sample and further analysis is required to confirm these observations. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The observations from our pilot study suggest a number of proposals for the enhancement of the search and 

rescue (and related tasks) process. We consider the following possibilities to merit further investigation: 

To monitor gaze data in video streams to determine if unreported targets nevertheless cause a characteristic 

tracking or other gaze behaviours. Mello-Thoms et al. (2002) have, for instance, reported that gaze traces of 

trained radiologists inspecting mammograms for cancer clearly fixated on some clear disease indicators that 

were not subsequently reported. The exploitation of any such effects in a search and rescue task may help to 

avoid unfortunate false negatives, particularly during a long observation shift. 

Slowing the moving image when the monitored eye-gaze tracks for an extended period to allow more careful 

inspection, or magnify the area around or otherwise highlight potential targets detected by gaze (we have 

simulated these effects, with encouraging results). 
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